Based on the fifth generation of mobile communication (5G), 5G open grid computing environment (5G OGCE), in order to realize the exploitation and utilization of marine resources and energy, this paper presents an air and sea robot, which can fly and dive in the sea and air at the same time, and it is called an air and sea (airsea) Manta Ray robot. Its purpose is to carry out resources and energy exploitation and development under the support of 5G OGCE, and perform the tasks of different air and sea operation areas: (1) quickly implement underwater operations, operate in the underwater operation area during long voyage, monitor deep-sea oil exploitation, exploitation and utilization of seabed resources and energy, seabed rare earth and combustible ice mining and ocean current power generation; (2) fly over the ocean during long voyage to track the migration of Marine organisms and Marine migratory birds; (3) build manned air-sea vehicle that can act as the personnel and material transfer machine for the undersea space station. When undersea mining is carried out, it can complete adaptive control, and monitor the work of undersea underwater equipment. (4) Perform work and assignments in a large area of underwater and above water, as well as over the sea, in a swarm working mode and distributed working mode. By using the control-cloud architecture in 5G OGCE, the exploitation of seabed resources and the production of submarine intelligent factories centered on the submarine space station can be realized.
INTRODUCTION
Marine exploitation and utilization has been a major trend in the exploitation and utilization of the earth's resources and energy resources. The exhaustion of land resources and energy makes it necessary to establish the ocean resource and energy space on which the future depends. Green manufacturing and advanced manufacturing require the protection of the earth's ecosystems while exploiting undersea resources and energy. Although the ocean contains a lot of resources and energy, exploitation and utilization is a difficult problem. The development of seabed resources and energy requires a large amount of capital and investment. Not only will different types of mining equipment and shipborne equipment be built, but a large number of robot systems will also be developed that can replace humans working and manipulating equipment on the seabed. For the underwater manned mining construction, it is required to establish the submarine underwater-space-station and the intelligent factory and/or smart factory [1] based on the submarine space station. When the submarine underwater resources and energy are mined, power system of mining equipment requires that ship power station, or tidal power stations, wind power station, as well as ocean current power plant can be established, also, big rig, different types of pipes, scuba diving and semi-submersible Vessel, large-scale shipborne crane, based on the multi-hull ship semi-submersible platform are demanded, for example, OOSZeelandia [2] (OOS International B. V., Semisubmersible Heavy Lift Vessel), therefore, industrial robots on the sea and the submarine underwater robot systems with different functions and rated power are also required, such as underwater excavator vehicles. Although eiders (large seaducks, i.e. Somateria mollissima) in northern coasts of Europe can dive to more than 10 meters the seafloor below sea surface to catch sea urchins and other creatures, artificial robot systems cannot catch small fish in the sea like seabirds, or in the river like kingfisher, and ceryle rudis. An air-sea integration flying and diving Manta Ray robot is presented by this paper. Although research on manta ray robots has been going on for several years, these studies are limited to the category of underwater robot. In the last ten years, the subjects of Manta and Devil Ray [3] [4] have already been fully researched and cognized, and have proposed the protection of these marine organisms.
On the other hand, the 20s and 30s of 20th century is the seaplanes [5] and wing-in-ground (WIG) effect vehicles [6] and WIG effect aircraft carriers (vehicles) in the initial development period, although the experience for nearly a century of development, but due to the limitation of material science and engineering, there is almost no successful operational paradigm for a WIG effect aircraft carrier and a large commercial WIG Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions fromeffect passenger aircraft flying at sea. The development of amphibious aircraft, such as the former Soviet Bartini-Beriev VVA-14 [7] , ended in failure. Due to the development of the ocean unmanned combat system, the US navy's and US DARPA proposed the naval anti-submarine Sea Hunter [8] to deal with the strategy of underwater unmanned submarine and strategic nuclear submarine. A new generation of amphibious air and sea vehicles and WIG effect aircraft carriers have become a new focus of marine development. In this paper, a 5G underwater dive robot system adapted to the air-sea integration is presented. This paper is organized as follows. In accordance with the CIM-OSA and Open System Architecture (OSA) and the domain decomposition method (DDM), Section 2 describes an architecture of smart factory at sea. The work environment of production equipment and automatic systems of submarine mineral mining of an intelligent factory that is located in offshore and seafloor can be supported by the infrastructure of open grid integrated manufacturing (OGIM). This structure can be realized through the connection of land-based, sea-based, air-based, spacebased and spatial data chain. In Section 3, a modeling and approach of air and sea (air-sea) manta ray robot which can fly in the air and dive underwater are discussed. The workers and equipment that can be came by the ship on sea surface, can be carried to the undersea factory and workshop by using robots, and they can cooperate with the undersea space station to monitor and maintain the safe operation of undersea mining equipment. In Section 4, software architecture and 5G cloud structure are discussed. Finally, Section 5 is about the conclusion of this paper.
ARCHITECTURE OF SMART FACTORY AT SEA
The modeling of Smart Factory in the ocean is based on Smart City and distributed artificial intelligence (AI). Smart cities are based on Smart Grid. On the one hand, the energy and power resources that the intelligent factory can utilize as in the sea comes from the ocean wind power generation and the sea wave and ocean current wave power generation, and the submarine cable connection. The underwater mining equipment is installed in submarine mining workshop of smart factory. By using shale and crude oil pipelines on semi-submersible platform (for example, sand sample of oil and gas field are mined by drilling platform, etc.), through transport ships and transmission pipeline, the magma, sand sample of ore and crude oil are shipped to the coast, or delivered to the processing workshop of ships on the sea. The magma, ore and crude oil can be processed into the intermediate products in workshop, the intermediate products again are shipped to the coast. Therefore, the underwater smart factory involves a large amount of data such as hydrology and ocean currents on the seabed, which needs the support of grid computing and cloud computing. In this way, the data center of the underwater smart factory is stored in the data center at the seafloor of the sea.
According to the distributed AI and domain decomposition method (DDM) and regional decomposition method, we can establish the automation system architecture of intelligent factory by using CIM-OSA and integrated-control-domain (I-C-D) model [9] . Figure 1 shows a simplified architecture diagram of a maritime intelligent factory supported by 5G OGCE.
In Figure 1 , in addition to the production equipment and automatic control systems, the rest are the submarine space station and robot system. In the swarms robots systems, air sea manta ray robots can provide and adapt to multi-purpose robots tasks. Figure  1 includes the architecture for establishing data links and supply chains. With the support of 5G OGCE, the data links and supply chain architecture is composed of multiple distributed AI systems and swarm robot systems executing in parallel. In the command and control (C2) center of the intelligent plant (smart factory), under the command of planning and scheduling, the ore mining and manufacturing system of the intelligent plant at sea operates in real time under the sea and water surface. Continuously the sand ore and crude oil come from the seafloor. These sand soil ore and crude oil in rock layer are pumped to semi-submersible excavator and drilling platforms, then ore sand soil and magma be transferred to the processing workshop of crude oil ship, or ore ship and storage station in the middle of the sea. By the processing equipment on a ship, sand soil ore in rock layer can be processed into products, and sent to the coast, in the next working procedure processing in workshop, or transported to the smelting workshop and electrolytic workshop, which are melted, solid piece of metal are produced in metal manufacturing factory. According to "civil-military integration (CIM)", the connecting or docking-and-berthing systems can be used by the maritime smart factory to the connection of naval aircraft carrier and semisubmersible platform so as to form the marine processing workshop in smart factory. Thus, the supply chain systems and airport systems can be used to realize the maritime automated transport system that consist of large and medium sized passenger aircrafts and aircraft carrier [10] . In the process shown in Figure 1 . The air sea manta ray robot can achieve multiple functions to meet the needs of multiple uses. Air-sea manta ray robots constitute a multi-functional swarm robot systems. Different air sea manta ray robots perform different tasks.
MODELING AND APPROACH FOR AIR-SEA MANTA-RAY ROBOT
According to principles of bionics and robotics, a model of airand-sea (air-sea) manta ray robot can be designed by aerodynamic and hydrodynamic approaches. The air-sea manta ray robot is similar in shape to manta rays, and it has a wing structure. The air-sea manta ray robot has an air radar system and an underwater sonar system, as well as an air channel and a sea water storage channel tank structure. When the manta ray robot dives in the sea, the sea water enters part of the air passage through the mouth of the manta ray, increasing the weight of the manta ray robot. Under the action of propeller of the driving motor at the tail of the manta ray robot, the robot dives in the sea water. When the manta ray robot enters the seawater, through the mouth of the manta ray robot, the gill system of the manta ray robot is activated to pump oxygen to filter seawater. When the pressure of the oxygen and gas pumped reaches a certain threshold value (in Mpa), the gas is sent into the air tank where air and gas are stored. And squeezing the seawater is sent into water tank where sea water is stored. More sea water can be squeezed by gill out of the air manta ray robot. At the same time, the propeller speed of the rear drive motor is increased to adjust the tail fin of the air-sea manta ray robot. When the propeller speed reaches a certain threshold value (r/s as a unit), when the air-sea manta ray robot rushed out of the sea level, when manta rays robot completely out of the sea surface, and manta rays robot fly at an altitude of more than1.0 meters. Waterproof cover of hand-shape robot (agent) open jet engine (agents). Start the jet engine, when the engine ignition success, engine nozzle jet high pressure gas, air-sea manta ray robots will fly on the sea. At this point, air and sea (air-sea) manta ray robots can enter subsonic and supersonic flight states and can take off and land on aircraft carriers at sea or on amphibious assault ships. Air-sea manta ray robot are shown in Figure 2 .
An air and sea manta rays robot is a lightweight concurrent agent (LCA), it is made of the rhombohedral structure agent with stealth (rhombus formed by two triangles) (or disc structure agent), agent of command and control center, a distributed knowledge base and knowledge query language, manned cabin and cargo hold agent, head active agent, head passive agents, tail active agent, the tail passive agents, flying jet engines and closed protection agent, diving and underwater drive propeller engines and closed protection agent. And its pectoral fin agent is composed of wings rotating into right-angle between horizontal wing (elevator) and vertical tail wing (rudder), weapon station (hold) agent (WSA), communication and interface agent, etc. Among them, the stealth rhombohedral structure (disc) consists of containers that can carry the required fuel, air, water, electricity and other resources and energy that used in flying, air storage tanks coupled with the agent, and device agent of storing and produce air, gill agent of filtering air and seawater, export agent of discharging waste water and sewage, flight landing gear agent, etc. In this way, an airsea manta ray robot can be seen as an overlapping humanoid robot with an abstract model of three humanoid robots (three overlapping heads, two winged hand-shape robot and four engine encapsulated protective hand-shape robots, distributed multi-eye-type radar and sonar system). Therefore, we have the following definition. 
In the above formula, the active agent group (AAG) includes: head active agent, pectoral fin active agent, tail active agent, mouth (intake) active agent, debris (waste) discharge port active agent, etc. The passive agent group (PAG) includes: head passive agent, pectoral fin passive agent, tail passive agent, mouth (intake) passive agent, debris (waste) discharge port passive agent, etc. The rhomboid (disc) structure agent (RSA) can move the pectoral fin up and down by the hand-pectoral fin robot, and can also change the up-down elevator of the manta ray robot into the inflight rudder by the hand-pectoral fin robot (agent) (HPFA). The rhombohedral structure agent also includes the fuel tank and the electrical box as well as the mechanical structure unit. The handpectoral robot can be driven by a hydraulic system and a motor. Gill agent and gill cover agent (GA&CA) are a part of manta ray robots, which extract air under water and have the function of separating air from seawater. When manta ray robot is underwater, the gill agent can control and adjust the state of the gill agent and the state of the gill cover by computer program. The command and control center (C2C) is a command and control center for manta ray robots, with operational functions and production capacity such as command, communication, control, intelligence, detection and discovery, self-maintenance and defense, as well as attack. Distributed knowledge base (DKB) is used for knowledge processing, knowledge storage and knowledge expression required for the implementation of command and control and other functions, as well as the deep learning of knowledge to implement the parallel computing of knowledge processing. Distributed knowledge query language (DKQL) is used to query the required knowledge and relevant knowledge through language, which can be used for big data analytics at the same time. Manned cabin agent (MCA) & cargo hold agent (CHA) (MCA&CHA) is to provide a manned safe cabin with the ability of life support. Cargo hold also provides the ability and function of carrying underwater ore (mineral). The airway & waterway agents (A&WA) are the air intakes and water inlets of the manta ray robots, as well as their pipes leading to the air storage tanks and water storage tanks. PLCs is the programmable logic controllers that control the operation, flight, navigation, underwater walking and working, and carry out a task, state of manta ray robot and some of its control valves. Air tank & water tank agent (AT&WTA) is used to store gas, air and oxygen in manta ray robots. The water tank can store seawater and part of fresh water resources. The debris channel (flow) & discharge agent (DC&DA) is used to discharge debris and trash in the discharge pipeline and container that is carried by seawater into the interior of manta ray robot through the sea debris crushed by the first stage fan blade of air inlet and water inlet. Their downstream treatment is the disposal of waste excretory port of manta ray robot, and there are waste excretory port to discharge out of the body of manta ray robot. Twin-engine & engine protection (Twin-E&EP) includes two jet engines and the engine protection agent, among which the engine protection agent is a hand-shaped robot that can encapsulate and seal engines, which can seal the jet engine in seawater and play a protective role.
Twin-propeller engine & engine protection (Twin-PE&EP) consists of two propeller engines and the protection agent of the propeller engine, in which the engine protection is a retractable hand-shaped robot (box) that can be pushed up and down, which can be opened underwater to drive underwater manta ray robot. When manta ray robot flies on the sea and in the air, the protection agent seals off the two propeller engines, and acts as a rectifier. In fact, both propeller engines work equally well in the air. And, because of power and speed limitations, they are generally not needed. The horizontal and vertical rotating agent (H&VRA) is a hand-pectoral-fin robot, which is responsible for converting the in-flight rudder into a lift for manta ray robots underwater in the sea. In fact, when the jet engine of the manta ray robot regulates its nozzle flow, the direction of the manta ray robot can be controlled, but due to the practical limitations of the jet engine, steering rudder is also required. The rudder actuator (or elevator-rudder drive agent, ERDA) is an actuator that drives the elevator (rudder) movement while adjusting the diving and flight posture of manta ray robots. It can be a software program or a hydraulic actuator. The weapon station (hold) is designed to carry unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and guided weapons, including torpedoes. The radar/sonar intelligence agent group (R/SAG) is to ensure the detection of the surrounding state during flying in the air and underwater navigation, and to monitor the flying aircraftProposition 2: when a manta ray robot dives into the water, the elevator is aligned with the movement of the pectoral fin intelligence agent.
Proposition 3: when a manta ray robot is flying in the air, the elevator is consistent with the movement of the pectoral fin agent, and also can fly with the rudder of the pectoral fin rotated at an angle of 90 degrees. 
In the formula (Expression 2), Sp is the position of the air sea robot in space. T is the behavior transformation function. F is the behavior function, and A is the set of motions of the robot. And SeaHumanoid 1 , SeaHumanoid 2 , and SeaHumanoid 3 are three humanoid robots of an ASR that overlap and merge. Figure 2 shows the configuration of three humanoid robots transformed by the ASR. The abstract model structure and three Humanoid Robots (SeaHumanoid 1 , SeaHumanoid 2 , and SeaHumanoid 3 ) of the manta ray robot are showed in Figure 2 . In Figure 4 , the key internal structure and some functions of Manta Ray robot are shown.
According to biological principles, manta rays are able to adapt to underwater activities. Air and sea (air-sea) manta ray robots are able to perform maintenance and repair of subsea production equipment and loading using the robotic tools they carry when submerged, ensuring the safety of subsea production in intelligent plant. Air-sea manta ray robots are widely used. In manned and unmanned aerial and sea (air-sea) manta ray robot flight and diving activities, manta ray robots can cooperate with a variety of specialized vessels to complete surface and underwater work tasks. When air and sea (air-sea) manta ray robots work together with aircraft carriers, they can track and monitor Sea Hunter [8] and other anti-submarine tracking unmanned vessels. The application of air sea manta ray robots on aircraft carriers with multi-hull structures is shown in Figure 3 . In fact, air sea manta ray robots can be launched in many forms. Another type of launching air sea manta ray robots can be carried out using autonomous air aircraft carriers [11] . 
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND 5G CLOUD STRUCTURE
The air-and-sea manta ray robot's swarm (cluster) is operated in a 5G cloud control structure supported by 5G OGCE. 5G cloud control architecture is an SoS architecture. Its software architecture is implemented according to software system architecture and by using methods of system of systems engineering (SoSE). Ensure the safe operation of data links and supply chain in 5G cloud control structure. Through the control of 5G cloud control structure, large-scale robots clusters and intelligent factories can realize unmanned automated production and manufacturing. The 5G control cloud architecture and software architecture supported by 5G OGCE are shown in Figure  5 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the architecture of an intelligent manufacturing factory (smart factory) in the sea and the structure model of air and sea (air-sea) manta ray robot in 5G OGCE involving the data links of sea-based, land-based, air-based and space-based are presented. The aim is to make use of maritime resources and energy, establishing ocean engineering so as to mine ocean resources and energy, as well as underwater smart factory. Although air-sea manta ray robot clusters are mainly used in underwater intelligence factories, structure modeling of air-sea manta ray robots can also be used in amphibious vehicles and operations, tracking and capturing anti-submarine unmanned ship Sea Hunter, and tracking and protection of submarines. While air sea manta ray robot swarms could be launched from future unmanned multi-hull aircraft carriers, manta ray robots could also be launched from autonomous airliners into the air and sea. Manta ray robot structure model can be manned or unmanned manta ray robot system. Therefore, manta ray robots can be widely used in air and sea fields. The development of manta ray robots, sea plane and WIG effect vehicles (aircrafts) will be a powerful tool for ocean engineering and resource and energy development in the future. 
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